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High-throughput dental biofilm growth analysis
for multiparametric microenvironmental
biochemical conditions using microfluidics†
Raymond H. W. Lam,*abc Xin Cui,a Weijin Guoa and Todd Thorsen*d
Dental biofilm formation is not only a precursor to tooth decay, but also induces more serious systematic
health problems such as cardiovascular disease and diabetes. Understanding the conditions promoting colonization and subsequent biofilm development involving complex bacteria coaggregation is particularly important. In this paper, we report a high-throughput microfluidic ‘artificial teeth’ device offering controls of
multiple microenvironmental factors (e.g. nutrients, growth factors, dissolved gases, and seeded cell
populations) for quantitative characteristics of long-term dental bacteria growth and biofilm development.
This ‘artificial teeth’ device contains multiple (up to 128) incubation chambers to perform parallel cultivation and analyses (e.g. biofilm thickness, viable-dead cell ratio, and spatial distribution of multiple bacterial
species) of bacteria samples under a matrix of different combinations of microenvironmental factors,
further revealing possible developmental mechanisms of dental biofilms. Specifically, we applied the
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‘artificial teeth’ to investigate the growth of two key dental bacteria, Streptococci species and
Fusobacterium nucleatum, in the biofilm under different dissolved gas conditions and sucrose concentrations. Together, this high-throughput microfluidic platform can provide extended applications for general
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biofilm research, including screening of the biofilm properties developing under combinations of specified
growth parameters such as seeding bacteria populations, growth medium compositions, medium flow
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rates and dissolved gas levels.

Introduction
Multiple bacteria species grow altogether in an aggregated
state and form microbial biofilms. Microbial co-aggregation
can support more robust growth, including improved survival
capability under higher temperature and stronger external
stresses.1 The cell–cell interactions of multispecies2 may induce further physiological and genetic characteristics such as
altered gene transcription of bacteria.3 Microbes within biofilms are often less susceptible to antimicrobials than planktonic cells;4 therefore inhibiting biofilm development has
been a great challenge for the related clinical therapies.5
Dental biofilm has complicated formation and coaggregation processes involving competition/cooperation
a
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among hundreds6 of microorganisms and interactions of
cells with the extracellular matrices, including proteins,
lipids and long-chain polysaccharides.4,7 Diverse species including Actinomyces, Fusobacterium, Porphyromonas, and
Streptococcus maintain a dynamic balance of microbial–
microbial and host–microbial interactions, achieving a higher
resistance upon risk factors such as endogenous stresses and
exogenous factors.8 These bacteria secrete extracellular polymeric substances that act as a strong glue to enhance mechanical stability and shield themselves from adverse environmental conditions. Dental biofilm development not only
acts as a precursor to tooth decay and periodontitis,9 but also
induces more serious systemic health problems such as cardiovascular disease,10 pre-term birth,11 and diabetes
mellitus,12 especially when left untreated. For example, dental bacteria can enter the bloodstream via bleeding gums and
set off a cascade of events causing more serious systemic
problems, e.g. development of clogged arteries and blood
clots.
There are still large demands of replicating and characterizing dental biofilm formation processes in vitro in order to
reveal the underlying mechanisms of oral diseases, mainly
due to the technical hurdle of simultaneously regulating multiple microenvironmental factors (e.g. nutrients and dissolved
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gas concentrations) during incubation.5,8,13 To date, a number of dental biofilm culture systems have been reported,
such as biofilm reactors,14 ‘Centers for Disease Control’ biofilm reactors,15 biofilm fermenters2 and biofilm microarrays.13 Yet, many of these systems still lack capability of
performing parallel culture with simultaneous regulation of
multiple environmental factors, largely limiting the screening
throughput.
Microfluidic systems have been widely applied in microbial biofilm studies, due to the capability of mimicking various microenvironments (e.g. shear stress,1,16 temperature,17
nutrient compounds18 and oxygen levels19,20) for highthroughput cell culture applications.21–23 For example,
Shumi et al. developed a microfluidic platform integrated
with glass beads in order to study the bacterial attachment
and exo-polysaccharide releasing.24 Gashti et al. reported a
microfluidic platform capable of real-time pH-sensing of oral
biofilms with controls of liquid flow and chemical concentration conditions.25 A high-throughput dental biofilm platform8 was presented by Nance et al. Multi-channel microfluidic plates were applied to culture multiple oral bacteria
under different concentrations of antimicrobials (e.g.
cetylpyridinium chloride). However, further microfluidic integration for long-term biofilm culture is still required for controls of multiple environmental factors, including concentrations of nutrients and dissolved gases, which is a key
microenvironmental factor for biofilm development.26 Recently, our group has reported a long-term microfluidic oxygenator,19 in which bacterial culture has been successfully
achieved under eight different dissolved oxygen levels for longer than 5 days. We expect that this long-term oxygenation
strategy can be integrated with the well-established surface
pretreatment and high-throughput liquid handling techniques,27 to generate a representative oral microenvironment
for effective, high-throughput dental biofilm studies.
We report here a high-throughput microfluidic “artificial
teeth” platform developed for incubating dental bacterial isolates to study biofilm formation. It contains up to 128 culture
chambers, with each providing an independent microenvironment for real-time monitoring of bacterial colonization
and subsequent biofilm formation. With the ability to dynamically adjust critical parameters such as bacteria species,
growth medium composition, medium flow rate and
dissolved oxygen level in every chamber, this microfluidic
platform can be further applied to other cell culture applications, functioning as a very powerful, inexpensive tool to
study cell growth characteristics under a variety of environmental conditions.

Methods
Fabrication
The microfluidic device was fabricated mainly based on the
multilayer soft lithography28 of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS;
Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) for the microchannel layers from
top to bottom: gas control channels, oxygenation channels,
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water jackets, upper flow control channels, lower flow control
channels, flow channels and culture chambers. The detailed
fabrication process is available in ESI.†
Culture medium
Basal medium mucin29 is a nutritional analogue of saliva
and a proper pH buffer (pH 6.4 ± 0.1).30 It was formulated
according to the basal medium recipe of Glenister et al.31 We
prepared basal medium mucin by autoclaving the solution
containing 5 g L−1 trypticase peptone (Cat# 211921, BD), 10 g
L−1 proteose peptone (Cat# 61001-520, VWR), 5 g L−1 yeast extract (Cat# 212750, BD), 2.5 g L−1 potassium chloride (Cat#
6858, Mallinckrodt Chemicals), 5 mg L−1 hemin (Cat# H553310G, Sigma-Aldrich), 1 mg L−1 menadione (MP Biomedicals),
2.5 g L−1 gastric mucin (Cat# M32610, Pfaltz & Bauer), 1
mmol L−1 urea (Cat# 8642-12, Mallinckrodt Chemicals) and 1
mmol L−1 L-arginine (Cat# 1.01542.0100, EMD Chemicals).
Automated microscope system
The microfluidic device was placed on an automated microscope system equipped with a motorized xyz-stage and a
microscopic camera based on a system we developed previously32 with an extension of a motorized z-axis on the microscope stage. This system supported the temperature regulation and the computer-controlled pressure supply manifolds
for driving all the microvalves, multiplexors and micromixers
in the artificial teeth device. In brief, this system contained
an inverted fluorescence microscope (PW-20 BDS500EPI,
Proway Optics and Electronics, Ningbo, China) placed in a
confining shield. The target temperature was maintained by
first measuring the current temperature with an integrated
circuit sensor (LM35, Texas Instruments, Dallas, Texas,
United States), followed by supplying hot air (NT20-12D,
Midea, Hong Kong) based on a proportional-derivative feedback control strategy. A sCMOS camera (Zyla 4.2, Andor Technology, Belfast, UK) connected to the microscope. This automated platform included up to 96 solenoid valves driven by a
computer, in which the commands were transmitted via an
interface card (PCIe-DIO96H, Measurement Computing, Norton, MA) installed. We further established a custom graphical
user interface program to automate cell culture, processing
and monitoring procedures.
Device preparation
The microfluidic device was first sterilized by baking it at 100 °C
(time: >10 h) and exposing under ultraviolet (time: >2 h).
The water jacket, control and flow channels were primed with
pressurized DI water under a pressure of ∼3 psi from the
channel inlets; subsequently the gas originally trapped in
channels will be pressurized and gradually escape through
the gas-permeable PDMS substrate. Distilled water,
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and then human saliva (prefiltered by a syringe filter: Cat# 8-0000-420803, Nalgene
Labware, Inc.) were inserted into all the flow channels and
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culture chambers, driven by the peristaltic pump near the
outlet. The filtered saliva was maintained in the chambers
for 1 h to allow formation of glycoprotein-rich pellicle layers.
Filtered saliva in all chambers was replaced by PBS and all
the flow channels around chambers were flushed with 70%
ethanol and PBS for sterilization. Afterwards, the liquid-filled
microfluidic device was placed on the automated microscope
system at 37 °C and saturated humidity for 30 min in order
to obtain stabilized temperature and humidity level of the
device material (PDMS). Oxygen and nitrogen sources (constant gas pressure: 1 kPa), which were pre-humidified by
flowing the gases through water reservoirs along the upstream of gas inlets, were then connected to the device gas
inlets.
Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) in microfluidics
We implemented FISH in microfluidics by firstly flushing
PBS (with 20 °C temperature) to replace culture media in all
the culture chambers. Meanwhile, we changed temperature
of the device to 20 °C. We applied 4% (w/w in PBS) paraformaldehyde (PFA; Sigma) in all the chambers for >4 h for cell
fixation. We then flushed the microchambers with PBS to remove the PFA. We applied 0.01 M Tris/HCL with 1% (w/w) lysozyme solution (Sigma) and 0.5% (w/w) EDTA (BDH3314-1,
VWR) for 30 min to permeabilize all the dental bacteria. We
applied 50% (v/v) ethanol in water and then 100% ethanol
for the dehydration in the chambers, followed by applying
again 50% (v/v) ethanol in water. After adjusting the temperature to 42 °C for >15 min, we filled the chambers with the selected HPLC-purified oligonucleotide probes (Operon) at 50
μM in hybridization buffer (AM8663, Ambion) for 24 h, in order to stain target bacterial species with different fluorescence signals. The residual probes were removed by the wash
buffer, which contained volume ratios of 90% distilled deionized water (25-055-CM, Mediatech), 9.5% 20× SSC (AM9763,
Ambion) and 0.5% SDS (AM9820, Ambion) for 3 h. We
applied 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) at a concentration of 500 nM in PBS for 15 min to visualize the entire biofilm. Finally, we replaced the DAPI solution by DNA/RNA-free
water to remove the background fluorescence prior to
visualization.
Statistics
The significant differences quantified by Student's t-test with
a p-value <0.05 are indicated by asterisks in plots. All error
bars in the figures represent the standard errors.

Results and discussion
Device design
We developed a microfluidic multiple-chamber ‘artificial
teeth’ device, consisting of 8 rows × 16 columns of culture
chambers, for long-term parallel monitoring of the dental
biofilm growth under different microenvironments for a week
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or even a longer period. A fabricated artificial teeth device
placed inside an automated pressure supply manifold and
microscopic imaging system is shown in Fig. 1a. (The detailed fabrication process is available in ESI†). The device design (Fig. 1b) could support insertion of a sample/bio-reagent
out of 16 choices from the ‘Liquid Inlets’, defined by the
‘Liquid Control’ microfluidic multiplexor,28 into a selected
chamber (out of the mentioned 128 chambers) at any time
points during biofilm incubation. Furthermore, the chambers
were grouped into 8 independent dissolved gas conditions
(each for one row of 16 chambers), which could be modulated to be aerobic/anaerobic at any moment. The core unit
of the artificial teeth was the 128 repeating cell culture regions, with each consisting of a cell culture chamber (diameter: 1 mm; height: 210 μm) with its base deposited with a
thin polystyrene layer (thickness: <5 μm) for better surface
conditioning by the subsequent salivary pellicle-coating.33
(Further experimental analyses on the material selection and
coating duration are available in ESI.†) As described in
Fig. 1c, each of the culture chambers was covered by multiple
layers of microstructures: a microfluidic oxygenator/gas channel,34 a water jacket layer,19 and control layers containing a
peristaltic micromixer35 and microvalves,36 located from top
to bottom.
The microfluidic oxygenator included a gas-flowing layer
fabricated overhead the culture chamber, separated by the
gas-permeable layers (i.e. PDMS membranes and the water
jacket).34 A gas flowing along overhead gas channel was prepared by supplying oxygen and nitrogen (from the O2 and N2
inlets) along the gas mixers such that the gases mixed with
defined volumetric ratios, which was achieved by gating/releasing the gas flows by the ‘Gas Control’ microvalves. Such
gas flow set a boundary condition of oxygen concentration
above the chamber and regulated the dissolved oxygen concentration of the liquid filled in the chamber. In the device
design, there were 16 gas-flowing channels overhead each
row of the culture chambers; implying that there were 8 independent gas channels. The upstream section of each gas
channel was fabricated with a mixer microstructure, which
was composed of two inlet channel sections (one for nitrogen
and one for oxygen) merging to a shared channel section
(Fig. 1d). We configured the dimensions of these channel sections to defined fluidic resistances of the channel sections19
such that the mixed gas will have a 20% volumetric ratio of
oxygen with nitrogen, inducing an aerobic microenvironment
(8 ppm O2) to the underneath culture chamber. Further, we
added ‘Gas Control’ microvalves36 along the inlet channel
sections to change the dissolved oxygen concentration in the
chambers, meaning that an anaerobic microenvironment (0
ppm O2) or a fully oxygenated microenvironment (∼42 ppm
O2) can be generated by gating either the inlet gas channel
section for oxygen or nitrogen, respectively.
As the structural material PDMS is gas-permeable, evaporation of water in culture media can become a critical problem for long-term cell growth in microfluidics because the
soluble factor conditions (e.g. pH and bio-waste
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Fig. 1 (a) Fabricated microfluidic ‘artificial teeth’ device placed on the automated microfluidic control platform we previously developed. Red
inset: Zoomed-in photograph of the artificial teeth connected with tubing. Blue inset: Micrograph of the culture regions. Scale bar: 1 mm. (b)
Design layout of 128-chamber artificial teeth chip. (c) Sketch of multiple structural layers in a culture region: gas channel (green) controlled by
microvalves in the overhead gas control layer (not shown), water jacket (purple), upper flow control layer (yellow), via-holes (dark red), lower flow
control layer (red), flow channels (blue) and a culture chamber (lower blue). (d) Design of the gas micromixer includes two common gas inlet channels
(purple) flowing with O2 and N2 to the mixer (green) through the gas via-holes (cyan). The gas flow can be selectively gated by the ‘Gas Control’
microvalves (black) located above the reflowed mixer inlet channel sections (light green).

concentration) change throughout the incubation operation.
We demonstrated previously that the water jacket could minimize the evaporation of media to achieve long-term cell culture of dental bacteria (e.g. Streptococci, Actinomyces and
Fusobacterium nucleatum) for more than 7 days.19 In the artificial teeth device, the water jacket layer was fabricated right
below the overhead gas-flowing layer and covered the entire
chamber area for every cell culture region. The water inserted
from the ‘Jacket Inlet’ in this layer acted as a sacrificing layer
of evaporation and generated a humidity shield to regulate a
nearly fully saturated relative humidity (>95%) around the
culture chamber, in order to minimize culture medium evaporation. All the 128 water jackets were connected with only
one common inlet and therefore water would not escape after
pressurized in this layer. The water jacket inlet was supplied
with a gage pressure of ∼1 kPa during incubation such that
the water loss could be refilled directly from the inlet.
We fabricated a peristaltic micromixer, which consisted of
six pressure-driven deformable micro-membranes, between
the water jacket and the microchamber in each cell culture
region. Briefly, the six membranes placed above the chamber
perimeter were grouped as two peristaltic flow drivers, generating circulating flows for both halves of the enclosed chamber volume, in order to enhance transport of soluble factors.35 The membrane movements were driven by gas
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pressures applied from the six ‘Mixer Control’ inlets. In the
device design, each membrane of the micromixer was
connected to the corresponding membrane of the neighboring mixers in other culture regions by adding the intermediate connection microchannels; and hence all the micromixers
operated simultaneously driven by the six common mixer
control pressures. Indeed, routing of these connection microchannels was complicated and could only be achieved by two
layers of microchannel structures, interconnected by microfluidic via-holes between the channel layers. Hence, the
bridging microchannel sections were selected and fabricated
in the upper control layer to route across any blocking control channels present in the lower control layer. Notably, this
technique was analogous to the routing of electrical
connecting lines using electrical via-holes in double-sided
printed circuit board layouts.
Other than the peristaltic micromixers, multiple microvalves were fabricated in the lower flow control layer
overlapping the underneath liquid flow channels at specified
locations (the corresponding pressure inlets are described in
Fig. 1b). A three-valve peristaltic ‘Micropump’37 was placed
in the outlet microchannel region to drive liquids to the ‘Liquid Outlet’ of the device. A microfluidic multiplexor formed
by a set of microvalves28 was located in the inlet channel region for selecting the flowing liquid in the device. Another
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‘Column Control’ multiplexor including microvalves placed
along the flow channels connecting culture chambers could
open the flow channels for accessibility of a selected column
of the culture chambers. Each of the eight sets of ‘Row Control’ microvalves was responsible for opening one row of the
chambers. Additionally, a ‘Bypass Control’ pressure inlet was
configured to control another set of interconnected microvalves, each located at a bypass microchannel in parallel to a
culture chamber.

Independent liquid flow accessibility of multiple
microchambers
In the artificial teeth device, defined liquids such as culture
media, drugs, and reagents prefilled in the device inlets can
be injected into the culture chambers regularly and in
prescheduled sequences. As mentioned, selection of the inlet
solutions was implemented by ‘Liquid Control’ multiplexor
to open the selected inlet microchannel. With the architecture of the downstream flow layer and flow control layer as
shown in Fig. 2a, a targeted culture chamber (blue) can be
defined for media replacement or reagent insertion using the
‘Column Control’ multiplexor (red) and opening one of the
‘Row Control’ microvalves (green), as mentioned previously.
To demonstrate the liquid flow accessibility of the microchambers in the artificial teeth, we utilized color dyes to visualize the liquid flow throughout the media replacement operation for all the chambers. As shown in Fig. 2b, all the
chambers were pre-injected with an orange dye for
representing the ‘old’ culture media in the device (Step 1).
The blue-color dye representing the new media or select reagent flowed along all the bypass microchannels around one
column of chambers (Step 2), by opening one column of
channels using the ‘Column Control’ multiplexor, with all
‘Row Control’ microvalves closed except the microvalves for
the selected row opened. As mentioned, all the liquid flow in
this operation was driven by the peristaltic micropump at the
outlet channel. This operation of bypass channel prefilling
could ensure that the selected liquid was available right at
the chamber entrance and ready for insertion. Afterward, liquid insertion into the identified chamber was implemented
by closing the ‘Bypass’ microvalves and opening the corresponding ‘Row Control’ microvalves. The volume of liquid
flowing into the chamber was defined by the pumping duration. The media replacement operation involved the liquid
insertion of all chambers in this defined column, by
switching the opening ‘Row Control’ microvalves sequentially
from top to bottom (Step 3–4). With all the ‘Row Control’
microvalves closed and the ‘Bypass’ microvalves opened, the
‘Column Control’ multiplexor opened up the next column,
followed by the liquid insertion into the chamber in the same
manner. Hence, the defined liquid could be inserted into all
the chambers (Step 5–6), sequentially from left to right and
top to bottom. Then, all the micromixers (shown as black in
Fig. 2a) operated simultaneously,35 in order to achieve consistent concentrations of the soluble factors. During the mixing
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Fig. 2 (a) Arrangement of culture chambers (blue), flow channels
(gray) Chamber Control (red), row control (green) and micromixers
(black). (b) Lower left quarter of the chamber array (rows 5–8 and
columns 1–8) in artificial teeth during medium replacement procedures
(steps 1–9) demonstrated with orange and blue dyes, representing
fresh and old media, respectively. (c) Selected chambers of the device
filled with different color dyes showing the word ‘TEETH’. Scale bars in
b and c: 5 mm.

period, the bypass channels were washed by flowing distilled
water, ethanol and back to distilled water along the bypass
microchannels (with all ‘Row Control’ microvalves closed)
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column by column (Step 7–9). This step was critical to minimize contamination along the bypass channels because the
working liquids (represented by dyes here) could include
abundant nutrients for growth of remaining microorganisms.
We have further demonstrated that the artificial teeth device can support highly flexible accessibility for identifying a
liquid flowing into any of the culture chambers at different
time points in defined sequences. For instance, we have
implemented to flow different color dyes to the chambers
with a predefined pattern, displaying as the characters
“TEETH” (Fig. 2c). In essence, these tests have shown highthroughput and flexible liquid manipulation capabilities of
the artificial teeth device supporting the further applications
for parallel biofilm culture and analyses.

Dental biofilm culture in artificial teeth device
The dissolved oxygen level in human oral cavities changes
throughout the day (mostly aerobic during daytime but
microaerobic or even anaerobic in overnight hours38). To
demonstrate effects of the dissolved oxygen profiles on bacterial species contents in the dental biofilm, we performed parallel culture of dental bacteria samples under four daily
dissolved oxygen cycles: 1) aerobic microenvironment or 2)
aerobic condition of 20 h followed by 4 h of anaerobic condition. These bacteria samples were extracted from a human
oral cavity; and therefore they should include all the key dental bacterial species. We characterized the dental biofilms in
culture chambers for different culture durations (1, 2, 3, 5
and 7 days).
In the cell culture procedures, PBS was first filled into all
the flow channels and culture chambers. The dynamic gas
supplies were configured based on the required conditions.
Dental bacteria samples prepared in basal medium mucin at
a density of ∼105 cells per mL were pumped into the chambers sequentially, following the steps described in the previous section. The media were maintained for 1 h for stabilizing dissolved oxygen levels. After cleaning the flow channels
with PBS, 50% (v/v) ethanol in water and then PBS by flowing
the solutions along the bypass channels instead of the chambers (all the ‘Row Control’ microvalves were actuated during
this period), bacteria samples in the chambers were
maintained static for another 1 h to allow initial bacteria attachment. Throughout the cell culture, refresh media were
partially filled (0.79 nL or 5% of the chamber volume) into
all the chambers once every 1 h applying the sequential liquid insertion procedures mentioned previously, such that the
nutrient concentration regulation and bio-waste removal were
achieved. The peristaltic mixers then operated for 3 min to
obtain an even cell density within the culture chamber.
Meanwhile, the artificial teeth device provided the required
dynamic dissolved gas profiles to the culture chambers. As
demonstration, representative phase contrast images of a
chamber containing biofilms populated and expanded
throughout a 2 day culture period are described in Fig. 3a.
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Fig. 3 (a) Representative microscopic snapshots of dental bacteria
population growing in a culture chamber (20 h aerobic + 4 h
anaerobic per day). Bacteria clusters after 24 h of culture are
highlighted by arrows. These bacteria clusters expanded to the entire
chamber after 48 h of culture. Scale bar: 200 μm. (b) Dental biofilm
thickness over 7 days of incubation under two different models of
dissolved oxygen conditions: 1) aerobic (red), and 2) 20 h aerobic + 4 h
anaerobic per day (blue). (N = 10).

To visualize biofilm volumes after the biofilm culture period, we applied the 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI)
fluorescence stain (concentration: 500 nM in PBS) in all the
culture chambers for 30 min and rinsed the chambers by distilled water. Afterward, we observed the biofilm heights under an inverted fluorescence microscope, by measuring the
distance between focal plane levels of the substrate and the
upmost biofilm body in the chamber. The resultant dental
biofilms after 7 days of incubation had a thickness (∼100 μm
as indicated in Fig. 3b) comparable to thicknesses of the biofilms cultured in other reported platforms.35 It can also be
observed that the two selected dissolved gas microenvironments showed the similar thickness increments, possibly due
to the compensated net cell growth of aerobes and anaerobes
(i.e. longer duration of aerobic environment induced faster
cell growth of aerobes but, at the same time, slower growth
of anaerobes; and vice versa).
It is generally believed that the bacteria proliferate amorphously over the dental biofilm surfaces, and thus the inner
biofilm sections should contain more long-lasting cells.39
Nevertheless, the viability of cells at different locations of the
biofilm cannot be indicated by the biofilm enlargement due
to the bacteria proliferation. Here, we conducted further experiments to identify the regions in the biofilm bodies
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contributing the growth, by characterizing distributions of
live and dead cells in dental biofilm bodies. We incubated
dental biofilms in the artificial teeth device for 7 days under
the 20 h aerobic and 4 h anaerobic daily dissolved oxygen
profile. After the biofilm culture, we stained live and dead
cells with GFP and TRITC fluorescence signals, respectively
(Cat# L7012, Invitrogen). We then applied the automated
microscope system to capture a stack of the microscopic images at the culture chamber, in order to obtain distributions
of live and dead cells inside the biofilms. (The detailed image
capture and processing schemes are described in ESI.†) The
isometric projection view of a representative biofilm structure
is shown in Fig. 4a. The live and dead cells in each image
slice can be counted separately (Fig. 4b), as they were stained
with different fluorescence probes. We further quantified distributions of the live and dead cells in terms of their depths
from the biofilm surface as shown in Fig. 4c. It can be observed that the outer biofilm layer with a thickness of ∼15
μm had a significantly higher ratio of live-cell to dead-cell
numbers, revealing its larger contribution to the proliferation
and expansion of dental biofilms. There were still a significant proportion of live-cells even in the innermost region of

Fig. 4 (a) Isometric projection view of the biofilm with live (green) and
dead (red) cells highlighted. (b) Cell densities of live and dead cells in
different vertical levels. (c) Ratios of live and dead cell numbers in
different depth from the biofilm surface. (N = 16).
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biofilm, which agreed with the reported characteristics of
dental biofilms in human oral cavities.39

Identification of spatial arrangement of bacterial species
Of the greater interest in dental research is to understand
how the biofilms co-aggregate and self-assemble from dozens
to hundreds of bacterial species. Visualizing the spatial distributions of key bacterial species co-colonizing in the dental
biofilm is particular important for the further analyses. Here,
we have demonstrated the implementation of fluorescence in situ
hybridization (FISH) in the microfluidic artificial teeth device
to identify the selected species based on their copies of specified gene. FISH has been widely applied to identify the spatial distributions of cells or genetic components in areas such
as cancer cell analysis,40 environmental microbiology,41 clinical research,42 dental research,43 and microbial ecology.37
We have utilized the rRNA-targeted probes as a cytogenetic
tool to detect the presence and locations of particular DNA
sequences in bacterial clusters. The 5′-end-labeled probes for
various target species with the corresponding designed fluorochromes are listed in Table S1.† We have chosen
Sprepptococci,
Fusobacterium
nucleatum,
Actinomyces
naeslundii and Porphyromonas gingivalis as the target species
based on their abundance (covering >50% of the entire population) and importance in the dental biofilm development.44
Streptococci are the key species involved in the early colonization to support the attachment of biofilm to chamber substrate or tooth surface.45 A. naeslundii is another typical early
colonizer that can attach to pellicles formed on saliva treated
surfaces.46 The majority of coaggregation adhesins identified
on the cell surfaces are synthesized by Streptococci species
and A. naeslundii.47 F. nucleatum acts as the most important
bridge organism because it can co-aggregate with most of the
both early and late colonizers. The late colonizer P. gingivalis
has also been selected as it is the major pathogen causing
periodontal diseases.48
We implemented the species identification by FISH in the
artificial teeth device for the dental biofilms grown under a
daily dissolved oxygen supply with the 20 h aerobic plus 4 h
anaerobic microenvironment for 7 days. A representative
fluorescence image of the dental biofilm stained with DAPI
for the entire biofilm region and with FISH oligonucleotide
probes for four target bacteria is shown in Fig. 5. The artificial teeth device demonstrated its capability on co-culture of
all the target species. In particular, the coverage of these
target cells indicate reasonable ratios of Streptococci,
F. nucleatum and A. neaslundii (∼4 : 1.6 : 0.9, respectively)
comparing to the reported ratios for in vivo biofilms (∼4.2 :
1.6 : 1).49 Importantly, dental biofilms growth under different
levels of soluble factors would contain different ratios of the
key bacterial species. For instance, a higher level of
L-arginine monohydrochloride would increase the population
of Fusobacteria in dental biofilms.50 An excessive glucose concentration would induce a lower density of S. sanguinis due
to the extra lactic acid generated by the ATP-glucose
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Fig. 5 Microscopic images of bacteria identification of Streptococci,
F. nucleatum, A. neaslundii and P. gingivalis stained using FISH in
microfluidics. The entire cell community was stained by DAPI (upper
right). A merged color image (lower right) showing the bacteria with
different colors: green for Streptococci, red for F. nucleatum, purple
for A. neaslundii, yellow for P. gingivalis, and blue for other bacteria.
Scale bar: 100 μm.

phosphotransferase activity of S. mutans.51 Collectively, the
implementations of dental biofilm culture in microfluidics in
this work have demonstrated that the microenvironments
provided by the artificial teeth device can maintain proper
growth, viability and bacterial compositions of dental biofilms. By performing parallel culture of multiple biofilms in
the microchamber arrays with different combinations of soluble factors (e.g. nutrient concentration and dissolved oxygen
profile), the artificial teeth device can be further applied for
studies of the co-colonization dynamics of the multiple target
bacterial species and the involved physiological cell–cell
interactions.

Adhesion of dental bacteria enhanced by sucrose
concentration
The early stages of dental biofilm development on teeth surfaces involve the bacterial adhesion, which can be regulated
by various soluble factors. Herein, we report our study on the
selected key early colonizers Streptrococci sp. and F.
nucleatum for their adhesion properties mediated by the sucrose concentration. It is well known that Streptococcus species (e.g. S. mutans, S. sanguinis, S. oralis, and S. gordonii) exhibit firm adhesion on salivary coated surfaces and
determine the extent and morphology of the subsequent dental plaque formation.52 The adherence of S. mutans can be
greatly enhanced by sucrose53 because S. mutans uses
glucosyltransferases to synthesize adhesive glucans with sucrose. These produced glucans act as a glue, providing receptors for other microorganisms possessing glucan-binding
proteins54 for the subsequent attachment. S. sanguinis can in-
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duce higher adhesion of the entire community in the presence of S. mutans and sucrose.49 Since S. sanguinis and a few
other Streptococci (e.g. S. oralis and S. gordonii) can adhere to
F. nucleatum, a higher sucrose concentration may induce also
the attachment of F. nucleatum and other late colonizers on
salivary coated surfaces.
We utilized the artificial teeth device to perform three sets
of incubation experiments: 1) Streptococci, 2) F. nucleatum,
and 3) Streptococci and F. nucleatum (initial density: ∼107
cells per mL). The device operations were implemented as described previously, except that each of the defined sucrose
concentrations (weight ratio in culture media: 0%, 0.5%, 1%
and 2%) was applied from one device inlet. Notably, the cultures with different sucrose concentrations were performed
with the same artificial teeth device due to its high-throughput. After a brief incubation for ∼6 h, we flushed away the
unattached bacteria for 2 min by driving the flow of fresh media with a pressure of 1 kPa from the corresponding inlet, inducing a flow rate of ∼120 nl min−1 (faster than that driven
by the peristaltic pump). FISH was then applied to identify
the cell coverage of Streptococci and F. nucleatum.
The results show good agreements with the previous findings that sucrose can promote the attachment of Strepococci
especially for ≥1% (w/w) sucrose (Fig. 6a), but the attachment
of F. nucleatum is insensitive to sucrose in the single-species
cultures (Fig. 6b). Interestingly, F. nucleatum co-cultured with
Strepococci exhibited an induced adhesion capability with the
presence of sucrose (Fig. 6c). It has be reported that sucrose
can induce the co-adhesion of Streptococci such as S. mutans,
which may further produce the adhesins facilitating the cocolonization with F. nucleatum.53 In essence, these findings
on the sucrose-induced adhesion for multiple key dental species demonstrate outstanding capability of the artificial teeth
device on regulating selected nutrient concentrations
throughout the biofilm culture.

Bacterial composition of dental biofilm Influenced by
dissolved oxygen dynamics
Dental biofilm formation involves co-aggregation and interactions of multiple species under highly dynamic microenvironments. In particular, the transient dissolved oxygen concentration profiles in microenvironments can determine largely
the composites of aerobic and anaerobic bacteria in dental
biofilms, which are closely related to the potentials for more
serious human health problems. In this work, we performed
culture experiments on multiple dental biofilms in parallel
under four different dissolved oxygen conditions using the
artificial teeth device up to 7 days. We considered the cases
with different durations of anaerobic microenvironments per
day: 1) 24 h aerobic, 2) 20 h aerobic followed by 4 h anaerobic, 3) 16 h aerobic followed by 8 h anaerobic. We also considered 4) the steady anaerobic condition as the reference
case. We then examined the compositions of aerobic Streptococci and anaerobic F. nucleatum in the biofilms developed
under the different conditions. Experimental results (Fig. 7)
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Fig. 6 Bacteria attachment under different sucrose concentrations after the same incubation duration of 6 h for (a) only Streptococci, (b) only F.
nucleatum, and (c) co-culture of both bacteria species. Unattached bacteria were removed by flushing fresh media before imaging. Representative
microscopic images (left) show the distributions of attached Streptococci and F. nucleatum, as labeled in green and red, respectively. All scale bars:
50 μm. Cell coverage (right) of Streptococci and F. nucleatum (N ≥ 24).

Fig. 7 (a) The fluorescent images of the dental biofilms cultured in different transient dissolved oxygen concentration profiles. The merged color
images with bacteria species are labeled with different colors: Streptococci (green), F. nucleatum (red) and all bacteria (blue). Scale bar: 50 μm. (b)
Magnified microscopic image showing cell shapes of spherical Streptococci and filamentous F. nucleatum (arrows). Scale bar: 20 μm. (c) Cell coverage proportions of Streptococci and F. nucleatum in the total bacteria communities under different gas conditions after 3 days of culture (N =
16).

show that the population proportion of Streptococci decreased with the duration of anaerobic microenvironment
supplied per day, while F. nucleatum increased with such du-
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ration. Interestingly, our previous study indicated that all F.
nucleatum cells were mostly dead in the single-species cultures under an aerobic condition (>8.5 ppm),19 yet this
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multi-species co-culture demonstrated that F. nucleatum survived and grew under the aerobic microenvironments (even
for the purely aerobic case with a cell density increased from
∼105 to ∼107 cells per mL as shown in Fig. 7c). For the cases
with certain durations of aerobic supply, F. necleatum cells
were present in the inner biofilm regions (Fig. 7a). Very
likely, the local anaerobic microenvironments in the biofilms
were generated by oxygen uptake of aerobes including Streptococci;55 and hence F. nucleatum and other anaerobes could
still co-aggregate and grow with the biofilm development.
These results agree with that a larger variety of anaerobes can
still survive under the aerobic microenvironment in human
cavities during the daytime.
Altogether, the work has demonstrated capability of the
artificial teeth device on high-throughput long-term biofilm
cultivation of different combinations of microenvironmental
factors in parallel; and further the quantitative analyses on
the spatial growth characteristics, including thickness/geometry, viability, and species distributions. For further applications of this device, substrate proteins, sucrose and dissolved
oxygen can be replaced by other soluble factors such as enzymes, cytokines and bacteria products;56 and dental bacteria
can also be substituted by other bio-samples for their involvements in oral diseases and more serious downstream human
health problems.

Conclusion
In this paper, we have reported a high-throughput microfluidic artificial teeth device for on-chip dental biofilm culture and analysis applications. The artificial teeth device was
capable of assessing biofilm morphology, colonization density and spatial arrangement of bacterial species as the dental
biofilms matured. This device could obtain quantitative biofilm characteristics in terms of cluster thickness, distribution
of cell viability, and proportion of the key dental bacteria
(Streptococci, Fusobacterium nucleatum, Actinomyces naeslundii
and Porphyromonas gingivalis). Furthermore, the scalable architecture of the multiplexed platform enabled the monitoring of multiple culture samples subjected to different environmental factors, reducing the extensive experimental
efforts of the conventional laboratory settings. We have demonstrated that the artificial teeth device could quantitatively
characterize the biofilm growth under 1) different sucrose
concentrations and 2) dynamic dissolved oxygen profiles.
Having a microfluidic tool to study the complex and dynamic
environmental conditions driving dental biofilm formation,
further characterization of dental biofilm growth may deepen
our understanding of the dental biofilm development mechanisms. As the artificial teeth device can be also applied to
general cell/biofilm culture and analyses, this work opens the
door for extended bio-applications, including screening
mechanisms to disrupt the biofilm formation through techniques such as small molecule inhibitors and surface chemistry modifications.
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